Practical Information

Time and Place
The PhD course will take place from the 26th – 30th of August 2019 at the campus of the Technical University of Denmark, Auditorium TBA (Click here for a map of the DTU campus).

Getting from Copenhagen Airport to downtown Copenhagen
You can either take the train or metro from Copenhagen airport to downtown Copenhagen. The rides take approximately 15 minutes. Alternatively, a taxi from the airport to downtown Copenhagen takes about 20 minutes and cost approximately 200 DKK.

Getting to the Technical University of Denmark from Copenhagen
**Bus:** From Nørreport station: Take bus 150S or 173E direction Kokkedal station and get off at DTU/Rævehøjvej. The trip takes approximately 20 minutes.

**Taxi:** A taxi ride from the centre of Copenhagen to DTU, takes about 20 minutes and costs approximately DKK 250. To order a taxi we have picked out some telephone numbers for taxi-service:

DanTaxi, phone. (+45) 38 79 08 50
Amager-Øbro Taxa, phone. (+45) 32 51 51 51
Codan taxi, phone. (+45) 70 25 25 25
Taxamotor, phone. (+45) 70 33 83 38
TaxiNord, phone. (+45) 48 48 48 48
Taxa 4x35, phone. (+45) 35 35 35 35

Accommodation
We recommend you stay in Copenhagen for the PhD course for instance at one of the following places:
**9smaahjem:** An interesting central location where you can get a discount for a week’s stay.
**CABINNs:** Include three hotels in Copenhagen one very centrally located close to the central train station and two hotels less central but in proximity of the Forum metro station.
**DanHostel Copenhagen City:** Copenhagen’s inexpensive 5 star hostel.
**Hotel Christian IV:** A small, nice, and central (but also more expensive) hotel.